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Introduction

We conduct a systematic review of two decades of work
on wide-area network traffic engineering (TE). We summarize the contributions of important TE algorithms and systems developed for Internet Service Provider and cloud widearea networks. We study the evolution of the goals of TE
(from performance to reliability), TE system design (from decentralized to fully-centralized to partly-centralized) and the
technology used in deploying these systems in large commercial networks (from vendor-specific protocols to softwaredefined implementations). We define a taxonomy of TE systems to categorize developments in TE research. We identify
trends at the forefront of TE research and practice to motivate
an agenda for future work in this area. Finally, to aid future
work, we are releasing our summaries and implementations
of several recent TE algorithms.1 .

Network traffic engineering (TE) mechanisms route traffic to
achieve desirable characteristics like high network throughput, low latency, fault tolerance and low operational cost [6].
The exponential growth of traffic demands in commercial
networks triggered an increase in the capital and operating expenses of these networks. As a result, network operators began to deploy TE techniques to utilize the expensive
network resources effectively. TE enabled network operators to absorb seasonal variations in traffic demands (e.g.,
demands peak during work hours and weekdays) without
over-provisioning the network for peak demands.
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Inter-domain TE on the Internet. As the number of networks on the Internet grew, it became increasingly important to improve the end-to-end performance of traffic that
traversed multiple autonomous systems (ASes) on the Internet. Researchers began to investigate inter-domain TE to
improve end host performance [3, 4, 13]. Aside from the objective of improving end host performance, inter-domain TE
was also used to reduce the cost of bandwidth exchanged
between ASes on the Internet [18, 44]. The exchange of traffic between networks on the Internet is charged depending
on the business relationships in their mutual peering contract.
Reducing the cost of exchanging traffic, called peering cost,
added another dimension to the goals of inter-domain TE.

De-centralized TE in ISP networks. In the early 2000s,
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) like AT&T developed systems to measure network topology and traffic demands [14]
to inform traffic engineering decisions. During this time,
network operators leveraged traditional routing protocols
CCS Concepts
implemented on black-box switches. For instance, MPLS• Networks → Network algorithms; Traffic engineerbased traffic engineering [7, 41] enabled networks to iming algorithms; Network design and planning algorithms; plement de-centralized routing decisions. Other researchers
optimized link weights of interior gateway protocols (IGPs)
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ISP network, performing intra-domain traffic engineering.
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From ISP to Cloud TE. Early 2010s saw the large-scale
commercialization of cloud computing and the emergence of
global cloud providers like Amazon, Google and Microsoft.
The low-latency and high bandwidth requirements of cloud
workloads led cloud providers to provision private planetscale wide area networks (WANs) of their own. Private WANs
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are expensive resources. Similar to ISP operators in the previous decade, cloud providers also began engineering traffic
to efficiently utilize their network infrastructure.
TE in the SDN era. Despite several parallels between the
objectives of TE in ISPs and cloud WANs, cloud WANs presented some unique opportunities and challenges. First, the
era of cloud TE arrived on the heels of the software-defined
networking (SDN) revolution — providing cloud providers
a new range of tools to implement TE capabilities. Second,
unlike ISP traffic, a large volume of cloud traffic is internal to the network. This includes periodic storage backups
and replication of search indices between cloud datacenters.
Such traffic is discretionary and tolerant to delays, giving
cloud TE the freedom to schedule it when the network is
under-utilized [25, 27, 38]. While ISP operators had to contend with uncertainty in traffic demands and plan allocations
to be oblivious to the uncertainty [5, 40], cloud operators
have a degree of control on the traffic demand matrix. Major
cloud providers deployed software-defined TE in parts of
their WANs responsible for carrying discretionary workloads.
Thus, cloud providers operated two wide-area networks: one
that leveraged SDN-based TE [20, 22] and the other that used
switch-native bandwidth allocation and tunneling protocols.
De-centralized to centralized TE. Researchers analyzed
the traffic in a large cloud WAN and found that popular decentralized TE techniques left the network susceptible to
long periods of under-utilization [32]. This brought about
a shift in the thinking of cloud TE architects, with both Microsoft [20] and Google [22] deploying centralized traffic engineering in their WANs. The departure from de-centralized
to centralized TE system design can be observed in most
cloud TE innovations that followed [9, 30, 37].
Towards partially de-centralized TE. However, over the
years, practitioners have understood the drawbacks of fully
centralized traffic engineering — the centralized TE controller can become a performance bottleneck and a single
point of failure. The increasing size of cloud WAN topologies
also presents a challenge to the efficiency of centralized TE
implementations [2]. Recently, Google has modified their
fully centralized B4 deployment to a hierarchical-centralized
architecture consisting of super nodes [42] to scale their
network and achieve high reliability. Moreover, Microsoft
operates several autonomous TE controllers responsible for
engineering traffic withinin slices of the global WAN [28].
From performance to reliability. While most early TE
systems optimized routing along one or more axes of network performance e.g., throughput, latency and congestion,
recent work has focussed on baking resilience to link failures
in TE systems. For instance, researchers have proposed TE
algorithms that ensure the highest possible throughput in
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the face of 𝑘 simultaneous link failures [10, 30] and probabilistic link failures [9]. Other work has incorporated failure
resilience in the TE path selection [29]. As operational TE
deployments have matured, the focus of cloud operators
has shifted from squeezing the highest throughput from the
network to ensuring that the network continues to perform
reasonably well when inevitable link failures happen.
Unifying split-WAN architectures. Today, it has became
operationally challenging for cloud operators to maintain
two WANs with different protocol stacks — one that uses
SDN TE and the second that relies on MPLS RSVP-TE [8].
This has led cloud providers to unify their split-WAN architecture and revisit a key question: should the unified WAN
leverage software-defined TE [20, 22] or a standards-based
approach (e.g., RSPV-TE)? Benefitting from their experience
of operating both types of WANs and recent development of
new TE standards, cloud providers will navigate the tradeoffs between software-defined and standards-based WAN TE
in the near future.
TE as a tool for network design. Finally, recent work
has used TE techniques to design wide-area networks by
allocating capacities to network links [36], illustrating the
utility of TE algorithms for achieving objectives aside from
allocating traffic to links during network operation.
TE is active area of research and development in WANs,
datacenters and other computer networks [34]. We define a
taxonomy of TE systems to categorize related work in WAN
TE (§2). To enable a systematic examination of traffic engineering techniques, we define the TE problem and formulate
the TE optimization for a variety of network problems (§3).
We discuss trends in TE research and practice (§4). Motivated
by the trends in TE practice, we pose research questions to
set an agenda for future research in traffic engineering (§5).
We summarize the key takeaways of major TE advancements
in last two decades in a longer version of this paper to serve
as a reference for future work [1].
Table 1: Taxonomy of traffic engineering systems.
Taxonomy Category

Type A

Type B

Network type
TE control domain
System design
Implementation technology
Allocation duration
Run-time frequency

Cloud WAN
Intra-domain
Centralized
SDN
One-shot
Network build-time

ISP WAN
Inter-domain
De-centralized
Vendor protocols
Scheduling
Network run-time

2

Taxonomy of traffic engineering

We define a taxonomy of TE systems to classify recent advancements in traffic engineering. Table 1 summarizes our
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Table 2: Traffic engineering systems classified based on the taxonomy of Table 1. ( ) represents the settings supported by an algorithm, ( ) represents natural extensions of the presented approach and ( ) shows settings that
are not supported by an algorithm.
TE Systems

(2001)

MATE [12]

(2005)

TeXCP [26]

(2006)

COPE [40]

(2009)

Cooperative TE [11, 24]

(2013)

SWAN [20]

(2013)

B4 [22]

(2014)

FFC [30]

(2014)

Tempus [27]

(2016)

OWAN [25]

(2016)

Pretium [23]

(2017)

Espresso [43]

(2017)

Edge Fabric [33]

(2018)

RADWAN [37]

(2018)

B4 and After [42]

(2018)

SMORE [29]

(2019)

TeaVaR [9]

(2019)

Lancet [10]

(2021)

Cascara [35]

(2021)

NCFlow [2]

(2021)

CodedBulk [38]

(2021)

Shoofly [36]

(2022)

Blastshield [28]

Network Type

Control Domain

ISP

Intra-

Cloud

Inter-

Objective
T.put

TE taxonomy and Table 2 summarizes recent work related
to the taxonomy. It consists of the following categories:
Network type. We categorize TE systems based on the
type of network they were designed for. Since this work
focusses on wide-area network TE, the network type of the
TE systems we classify is either an ISP or cloud network. We
note that ISP WANs pre-date cloud networks and were the
first to deploy TE in production settings.
TE control domain. TE systems can engineer traffic on
links within the WAN i.e., intra-WAN TE or links between the
WAN and other networks on the Internet i.e., inter-WAN TE.
Thus, the control domain describes the reach of TE systems’
traffic allocations and can be inter-domain or intra-domain.
System design. In the early days of TE research, ISP WAN
operators used standardized protocols on black-box switches
to engineer traffic. These TE implementations were distributed
— individual routers were involved in the process of identifying the network path and allocating traffic to achieve TE
objectives. While cloud operators began with decentralized
TE implementations, they observed that MPLS-based TE led
to sub-optimal utilization of links and latency inflation [32].
As a result, both Google’s B4 [22] and Microsoft’s SWAN [20]

Lat.

Avail.

Cong.

Formulation Characteristics
Fairness

Cost

Centralized

SDN

Tunnel

One-shot

developed centralized TE for their WANs. In centralized TE
systems, a controller program has a global view of the network and it computes globally optimized traffic allocations
for the WAN. The implementation of the centrally computed
allocations depends on the technology the operator chooses,
commonly consisting of one or more tunneling protocols
(e.g., MPLS, IP-in-IP). In contrast from centralized, in fully
de-centralized TE implementations, each router allocates
traffic on links with local information only.
Implementation technology. In the early 2000s, ISPs leveraged switch-native protocols (e.g., MPLS, OSPF) to engineer
traffic in their networks to effectively load-balance across
switches and edges between them. Since then, the goals of
traffic engineering have evolved as have the tools used to
implement them. Since the onset of the SDN era, WAN operators have leveraged software-defined centralized controllers
to implement more efficient TE systems.
Allocation duration. TE algorithms often calculate oneshot traffic allocations for near real-time traffic demands. In
the one-shot operation, the TE algorithm computes traffic
allocations in the network without sharing any network state
with previous rounds of TE computation. In contrast, some
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TE algorithms [27, 38] schedule long-running data transfers
in the network.
Run-time frequency. While traditionally, TE algorithms
are used at regular and frequent intervals (i.e., run-time) of
time to allocate traffic in the network, they have also been
used at build-time to design the WAN [36] or to allocate
capacity to links.
Using the TE taxonomy (Table 1), we categorize advancements in TE research in the last few decades in Table 2. We
sub-divide the taxonomical categories (i.e., network type,
control domain, TE objective and formulation characteristics) to extract important sub-features of the TE system. For
instance, the objectives of TE systems have evolved to meet
a variety of goals including throughput maximization (T.put),
latency minimization (Lat.), congestion minimization (Cong.),
improving availability (Avail.), fairness in flow completion
(Fairness), and minimizing network cost (Cost). TE formulations can have different design characteristics based on
the problem and network type. This includes centralized vs.
de-centralized designs that leverage different implementation technologies (SDN vs. vendor protocols) to solve edge
or path formulations of network design or traffic allocation
problems (§3). We summarize the key findings of ISP and
cloud TE systems shown in the timeline of Table 2 in the
longer version of this paper [1].

3

The TE optimization problem

Network TE consists of systems and algorithms responsible for routing traffic to achieve characteristics like loadbalancing, high link utilization, low end-to-end latency, fairness etc in the network. For a given network topology and
traffic demands, TE allocates traffic on network links to
achieve the goal or objective of the TE system. Often, the TE
system is subject to constraints that bound traffic allocation
on links by their capacity or ensure that all demands are
met. TE finds traffic allocations on links subject to these constraints. While the early work on traffic engineering did not
explicitly state the objectives and constraints, most modern
TE systems operate within this framework (Figure 1).
Inputs. The network topology consists of nodes, links, link
capacities and paths or tunnels. The network topology and
demands between all pairs of nodes in the network are input to the TE controller. These inputs are subject to change
over time and TE systems periodically provide a fresh set of
topology and demands as inputs to the controller.
Objectives. TE algorithms implicitly or explicitly encode
the goals of network operators. Common TE objectives loadbalance traffic across links in the network to prevent overutilizing specific links or maximize the overall throughput of
the network. While there are many different ways to route
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Figure 1: Overview of traffic engineering algorithms. The
inputs to TE algorithms (in red) consist of the network topology, demand matrix and other topological features like network tunnels between nodes. The algorithm is subject to
constraints (in blue) to ensure that all demands get met, link
capacities are respected and network flow is conserved. The
objective TE algorithms can be to minimize latency, maximize throughput subject to the constraints. TE algorithms
output flow allocations along links in the network (in grey).

traffic in the network, TE algorithms arrive at specific allocations that satisfy the objective function.
Constraints. TE algorithms are subject to certain constraints. For example, total allocation on any link is bounded
by the capacity of the link. Similarly, some TE algorithms
enforce that the traffic allocations meet the traffic demands
input to the algorithm.
Outputs. The output of the TE algorithm is traffic allocations on all links in the network. The TE controller uses
router-specific programs, commonly called as router agents [20]
to translate the traffic allocations to router protocol configuration in the network.
Variables of TE optimization. TE is commonly formulated as a multi-commodity flow optimization problem. We
denote the network as 𝐺 : ⟨𝑉 , 𝐸⟩ with vertices 𝑉 and edges
𝐸. 𝑐𝑒 represents the capacity of an edge 𝑒. 𝐷 is the set of traffic demands between source and destination vertices where
𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑑) is the demand between 𝑠𝑟𝑐𝑑 and 𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑑 for 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷.
We summarize common TE formulations from previous
work to illustrate typical uses of TE in wide-area networks.
We first describe path formulation of the TE problem which
improves the scalability of TE in practice (§3.1). Next, we formulate a commonly used WAN TE objective of maximizing
network throughput (§3.2). We then show that TE objectives can capture multiple goals like high throughput and
low latency (§3.3). We show how previous work has developed TE algorithms that allocate demands to be maximally
resilient to link failures in the network (§3.4). Finally, we
show TE can be a versatile tool for designing WANs (§3.5).
We are also releasing Python implementations of these TE
formulations [1].
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3.1

Edge vs. path formulations of TE

Early implementations of the TE problem computed traffic
allocations for every edge in the network. This is called
the edge formulation of TE. The edge formulation scales
poorly with increase in network size. As a result, researchers
developed the path formulation of TE that allocates demands
on 𝑘 paths between a source and destination node [20]. Since
demands are allocated to a small set of paths as opposed to
the large number edges in the network, the path formulation
is significantly faster to solve. In networking technology,
MPLS tunnels are a way of implementing paths between
nodes in the network [41]. For instance, 𝑇 (𝑑) denotes the set
of tunnels for a demand 𝑑. Each tunnel is a path from 𝑠𝑟𝑐𝑑
to 𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑑 for some demand 𝑑. In this case, the TE optimization
solves for 𝑓 (𝑡) which is the flow through tunnel 𝑡.

3.2
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3.4

Failure resilience through TE

Researchers have developed forward fault collection [30] to
allocate flow in the network in a manner that is maximally
resilient to a set of failure scenarios.
Failure scenarios. Forward fault correction encodes each
failure scenario using a failure group. Every failure group
contains a set of edges that are disabled when the failure
occurs. We represent a failure group with 𝑔. 𝐹 is the set of
failure groups. Often production WANs aim to be resilient in
the face of two simultaneous link failures. This means that in
the event of two links failing at the same time, the network
can continue to meet all demands. So, we also consider the
scenario of pairwise failures.
For a network with set of edges 𝐸, the failure groups 𝐹 are
all pairs of edges from 𝐸:

Maximize network flow

Commonly, TE algorithms aim to maximize the network’s
throughput using the flow allocations. This objective is subject to constraints that the total traffic allocation on an edge
should not exceed its capacity and the total allocation across
all tunnels of a demand should not exceed the demand itself.
We show the objective and constraints of this formulation
in the following:
Õ
Maximize
𝑓 (𝑡)

𝐹 = {{𝑒, 𝑒 ′ } | 𝑒, 𝑒 ′ ∈ 𝐸}
Characteristic functions. A failure group 𝑔 determines a
characteristic function 𝛼 defined on edges and tunnels. We
define 𝛼 (𝑒) for an edge and 𝛼 (𝑡) for a tunnel in the network:

We note that the objective and the constraints in the maximum throughput path formulation of TE are linear. Linear Programming solvers, both commercial [19] and opensource [17, 21] can be used to solve these TE formulations.

𝛼 (𝑒) = 0 if 𝑒 ∈ 𝐺, else = 1
𝛼 (𝑡) = 𝛼 (𝑒 1 ) · · · 𝛼 (𝑒𝑘 ) where 𝑡 = 𝑒 1, . . . , 𝑒𝑘
We note that the characteristic functions are integer variables with only possible values 0 or 1.
Worst case flow. FFC defines 𝑏𝑑 as the worst case bandwidth allocation for a demand 𝑑 computed by the TE optimization due to all possible failure scenarios considered
by the operator. The objective of FFC is to minimize the
accumulated gap between 𝑏𝑑 and the demand 𝑑.
Explosion of constraints. The following constraints solve
for a flow 𝑓 (𝑡), such that edge capacities are not exceeded
and in the worst case failure scenario, bandwidth allocation
for a demand 𝑑 is 𝑏𝑑 .
Õ
Maximize
𝑏𝑑

3.3

Subject to:

Subject to:
𝑐𝑒 ≥

Õ

𝑓 (𝑡) for each edge 𝑒

𝑡 ∋𝑒

𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑑) ≥

Õ

𝑓 (𝑡) for each demand 𝑑

𝑡 ∈𝑇 (𝑑)

𝑑

High network flow with low latency

Operators are also known to implement TE formulations
with multiple objectives like maximizing network throughput while achieving low latency. We encode the latency of
a link into its weight. The weight of a tunnel, 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑡), is
Í
the sum of weights of links in the tunnel 𝑒 ∈𝑡 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑒). 𝜖
represents the relative importance of reducing latency over
increasing network flow through the TE optimization. 𝜖 is a
constant that is configured by the operator. The maximum
throughput with low latency objective is shown below. This
objective is subject to the same constraints as before.
Õ
Maximize
𝑓 (𝑡) · (1 − 𝜖 · 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑡))

Õ

𝑓 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑐𝑒 for each edge 𝑒

𝑡 ∋𝑒

𝑏𝑑 ≤

Õ

𝛼 (𝑡) · 𝑓 (𝑡) for each 𝑑, each failure scenario 𝛼 ∈ 𝐹

𝑡 ∈𝑑

𝑏𝑑 ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑑) for each demand 𝑑
0 ≤ 𝑓 (𝑡) each tunnel 𝑡
Dual formulation to deal with scale. Solving the naive
FFC formulation is not scalable since the set of pairwise
failure scenarios grows quadratically with the size of the
network. Moreover, enumerating other combinations of link
failures (e.g., triplets, quadruplets) makes this problem worse.
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• Flows can be allocated to meet all demands:
Õ
𝑓 (𝑡) for each demand 𝑑
𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑑) ≤

Luckily we can draw on fundamentals of linear programming
to develop a formulation that only grows modestly with
the network size. This observation was made in a technical
note by some of the authors of FFC [30]. More recently,
Lancet [10] develops a general setting that exploits LP duality
to tackle the scale problem of such formulations. Finally, we
re-formulate the dual of the FFC linear program and are
releasing a Python implementation of the dual [1].

3.5

𝑡 ∈𝑑

• Allocated flows don’t exceed the edge capacities:
Õ
Õ
𝑥𝑒𝑡 + 𝑒𝑢 ·
𝑤𝑠 ≤ 𝑒𝑐 for each edge 𝑒
𝑡 ∋𝑒

• Flow passing through each shortcut is bounded by
wavelengths assigned to 𝑠:
Õ
𝑦𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑢𝑠 · 𝑤𝑠 for each shortcut 𝑠

Network design through TE

We will now consider an instance of network provisioning or
design problem that leverages TE optimization. In contrast to
online TE, provisioning is performed offline using long-term
forecasts of traffic demand patterns. The goals of network
provisioning include allocating hardware resources like fiber
links and router ports. Recently, Shoofly [36] has focussed
on the allocation of router ports by identifying network hops
that can be bypassed by optical wavelengths on the fiber of
a optical WAN. Keeping signals in the optical domain longer
using these bypasses, allows network operators to release
ports on electrical packet switches and routers for future use.
Moreover, it reduces the volume of traffic that routers need
to handle on their ports and fabric.
Shoofly solves the provisioning problem using a TE formulation. In usual cases, TE allocates traffic to meet as much
demand as is possible. However, in Shoofly’s provisioning
problem, TE must meet all the demands while trying to allocate traffic to certain special edges. These special edges are
possible new edges that the provisioned network will have
once optical bypasses are implemented.
Shoofly assumes we are given, as input, a network with a
set of possible bypasses or shortcuts and an annotation of
the number of optical wavelengths allocated on each edge.
𝑢𝑒 represents the bandwidth of one wavelength on edge 𝑒.
𝑠 is a network shortcut due to an optical bypass and 𝑢𝑠 is
the capacity of one wavelength of shortcut 𝑠. We introduce
auxiliary and output variables for the optimization. 𝑤𝑠 is
the number of wavelengths assigned to shortcut 𝑠. We note
that 𝑤𝑠 is an integer, making Shoofly require Mixed Integer Programming. 𝑥𝑒𝑡 is the flow allocated to tunnel 𝑡 that
traverses edge 𝑒. 𝑦𝑠𝑡 is the number of wavelengths allocated
to traverse the shortcut 𝑠 as part of tunnel 𝑡. Shoofly then
solves an optimization problem to maximize the saving of
router ports:
Maximize

Õ

|𝑠 | · 𝑤𝑠

𝑠

The optimization problem is subject to allocating flows
to tunnels and shortcuts such that all long-term forecasted
demands are met. Shoofly has the following constraints:

𝑠 ∋𝑒

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑠

• Shortcuts are assigned on duplex links so as to have
the same capacity in both link directions:
𝑤𝑠 = 𝑤𝑠 ′ for each 𝑠, 𝑠 ′ such that 𝑠 ′ = 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 (𝑠)
• The flow in a tunnel 𝑡 is capped at the contribution of
each edge to 𝑡:
Õ
𝑓 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑥𝑒𝑡 +
𝑦𝑠𝑡 for every tunnel 𝑡, and edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝑡
𝑠 ∋𝑒

Shoofly’s optimization is solving for traffic allocations to
meet demands, in the same way as traffic engineering does.
However, it incentivizes the optimization to allocate traffic
on the bypasses to identify which bypasses are feasible while
continuing to meet traffic demands. Network operators analyze the outputs of Shoofly to find feasible optical bypasses
in the network. This process is infrequent compared to TE
which is solved every 5 minutes in WANs. Shoofly’s use of
TE highlights the utility of TE as a general tool for network
design and provisioning.

4

Trends in WAN traffic engineering

We highlight the recent trends in wide-area TE research.
Evolving objectives of traffic engineering. TE has been
used to achieve a variety of goals in the network, most centered around improving the performance of the network.
However, operating these large-scale systems is challenging
especially in the face of software and hardware faults, cascading component failures and misconfigurations. Since the
adoption of SDN-based TE systems in cloud WANs, there
has been a shift in the goal of TE systems towards sustaining
reliable inter-datacenter communication. Starting with forward fault correction (FFC [30]) that computes optimal traffic
allocations despite 𝑘 simultaneous link failures in the network, cloud TE has incorporated probabilistic link failures
into traffic engineering objectives [9]. These TE algorithms
take into account the likelihood of each link failure to ensure
that the network throughput service-level agreement (SLA)
continues to be met with the computed traffic allocations.
Cross-layer traffic engineering. In the past few years, researchers have devised traffic engineering algorithms that
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cut across several layers of the networking stack. While traditional TE controllers interact with routing (Layer 3) and
forwarding (Layer 2) protocols of network routers, crosslayer TE controllers both incorporate inputs from and influence the state of the physical layer of the network. For
instance, RADWAN [37] incorporates signal quality on the
WAN optical fiber to dynamically adapt the capacity of physical links in the network to meet network demand spikes.
Shoofly devises a cross-layer TE algorithm to design costeffective optical WAN topologies [36]. Thus, we observe that
the TE framework (Figure 1) is versatile and can be used for
designing WAN topologies [36], managing dynamic capacity
networks [37] and allocating additional capacity to existing
networks. We expect additional network build planning tasks
can benefit from existing TE frameworks.
Learning to route. Researchers are starting to apply machine learning techniques to solve traffic engineering objectives [39] and have found promising results. Fundamentally,
intra-cloud WAN traffic matrices have been found to be predictable, enabling ML techniques to perform well. The predictability of cloud traffic matrices over ISP traffic matrices
stems from types of workloads supported by the cloud like
long running cloud backups at regular intervals. Aside from
the predictability of the traffic matrices, the TE problem can
benefit from learning-based approaches by rapidly adapting to infrequent traffic bursts and changes to the network
topology. Moreover, supervised learning enables operators to
train their ML pipeline for a variety of training TE objectives
without having to re-implement the TE controller logic.
Dealing with the increasing scale of WAN TE. While
SDN-based WANs were small in size at their inception, they
are now rapidly growing in size. This rapid growth is caused
by two trends: (1) deployment of new datacenters by cloud
providers and (2) increase in the purview of TE due to the
unification of the split-WAN architecture. This increase in
WAN size poses a challenge for existing TE deployments.
Recent work has tackled reducing the TE optimization solver
time [2] by computing allocations on smaller clusters in the
network and combining the results for the entire network.

5

An agenda for TE research

In this section, we project an agenda for the upcoming years
of research in traffic engineering. We highlight potential
research directions for the community motivated by the
technical trends in TE (§4).
Striking a balance between centralization and decentralization. For a decade, cloud providers relied on centralized TE due to the higher network throughput made
possible by a global view of the network state and demands.
However, maintaining these large-scale systems has led to
the realization that bugs in the functionality of centralized
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TE controllers can have a global blast radius [28]. As a result, cloud providers are transitioning to partly-decentralized
architectures where the fault domains of individual TE controllers are limited. However, it is important to determine
the optimal operating point on the performance-reliability
trade-off while transitioning to decentralized TE implementations. Balancing the reliability benefits of decentralization
with throughput efficiency of centralization is an important
challenge for future work in TE.
RSVP-TE vs. SDN. The unification of split-WAN architectures in cloud WANs begs the question: which of the two
WANs is a better choice in the dynamic and evolving networks of today? As cloud providers unify their two WANs,
it is important to identify which implementation will the
unified WAN have: SDN-based TE or vendor-specific MPLS
RSVP-TE? With the hindsight of decade-long operation of
both types of WANs, we believe network operators can provide insights into the pros and cons of SDN-based TE operation over the traditional techniques.
Exploiting the characteristics of the problem. Experience of TE practitioners [28] has shown that simpler approximations and heuristic-based strategies can be preferable to
more complex clean-slate designs in practice. For instance,
Blastshield [28] chains multiple TE solvers in place of solving
a complex multi-objective TE problem. Similarly, production
TE systems have dealt with the scaling challenges of TE by
reducing the size of the traffic matrix using the empirical
insight that a small fraction of network flows constitute majority of the traffic volume in WANs. Such empirical insights
can lead to simpler TE algorithms but run the risk of being
far from optimal in corner cases. It is important for future
work to quantify the fragility of TE system performance that
rely on such heuristics and approximations.
TE for optimal communication in server interconnects.
Given the general applicability of the concepts of traffic engineering, future research can benefit from applying TE techniques in other types of networks. For instance, heterogenous multi-GPU networks like Nvidia’s DGX series connect
GPUs with high-speed interconnects and can benefit from
TE techniques to optimize inter-GPU communication [34].
Impact of increased collaboration between ISPs and
cloud providers on TE. ISPs are entering into partnerships with commercial cloud providers to operate their radio
access networks (RANs) and packet cores on the cloud [31].
The migration of cellular network workloads to the cloud enforces closer collaboration between ISPs and cloud providers,
increasing the willingness to exchange information about
their network infrastructure and performance metrics. Interdomain traffic engineering systems that leverage the shared
information can improve end-to-end client performance in
future work [11, 24].
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